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Whitman brand blue folder opens flat for all-at-once viewing. Includes historical background and

mintage for this popular cent series. The folder is dated for 2014 and 2015 with 90 total openings.

85 openings with no dates allow your Lincoln cent collection room to grow as new issues are

minted.
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It is always great being able to start a new Whitman book. I remember being a kid and trying to play

"catch-up" with the Whitman books and filling them with all the years you needed. Now as an adult,

it is nice to be able to pull coins from circulation each year as they come out.INSIDE THE

FOLDER:First 5 slots: Shield Reverse slot, 2014, 2014-D, 2015, 2015-D..... followed by 85 blank

slots.(30 slots per section of the tri-fold card stock folder)For the blank slots I usually buy small

labels (you can find blank white labels in the office section of most stores) that are 1/2"x1/4 or so

and place them under the blank slots. It looks nice and uniformed and if you make a mistake or find

and error and need to re-label them, they can be peeled off easily.I guess that I am good on

collecting pennies for the next 40+ years. Unless they change the penny do some variation.

The book is great, but I would wait to buy it since only the first few coin slots are marked. You never

know what may happen with future pennies, so either wait to buy a book on a future date or be

ready to do some research before writing in your own labels.

I like this folder because it is sturdy and looks nice. The pennies fit securely into their places. I would



recommend this folder to anyone you enjoys collecting pennies as a hobby or to spend time

collecting and filling the folders with children or grandchildren. I am very satisfied with my purchase!

Only comes with 2014 holes marked....not quit what I excepted.

Starts at 2014. Not sure I read this right before I bought it. Careful.

This is another great product by this company. I really like these coin folders. These folders contain

interesting information and hold the coins well.

Couldn't find this one in any bookstore for some reason, was happy to find it here. Exactly what I

wanted from the Whitman brand, no complaints.

Serves the purpose of a holder for coins. I use this for extra pennies I want to keep. I use the Zyrus

press books for storage.
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